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The VR-Desktop initiative is an effort to bring key
benefits of projection-based virtual reality into the
mainstream of teaching and research at the
Pennsylvania State University, through the deployment
of comparatively low cost and easy to use virtual
reality and integrated multimedia display systems
within a variety of contexts. Recent experiences with
design and implementation of single- and multi-screen
VR systems for teaching and research are described.
The systems discussed employ low cost and readily
available hardware components, familiar desktop
computing environments, and open-source VR
development toolkits.The approach is modular and
easily adaptable to various applications in research or
instruction.
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1. Background and Motivation
Projection-based VR systems (here meant to refer to the various systems
derivative of the CAVE™ and similar surround-screen virtual
environments), have been with us for a little more than a decade (1). From
the initial and somewhat prototypical efforts of the early 1990 s, these costly,
very high-performance systems have evolved over the last decade to offer
increasingly useful and durable designs for the advanced research
communities within which they most typically have been deployed. Despite
progress, projection-based VR systems have yet to find widespread and
everyday use among many user communities for which such techniques
would appear to have potential benefit.Van Dam, Forsberg, Laidlaw, LaViola
and Simpson (2) stated that immersive virtual reality remained in a
“primitive state of development and is ... very expensive and therefore not
in widespread use.” We believe that the lack of mainstream acceptance of
first-generation projection-based VR systems by many users has been
primarily due to three shortcomings: 1) the lack of availability of richly
featured, discipline-specific,VR-enabled applications to which nonprogramming users can easily transition; 2) a challenging programming
environment for non-programmers who would attempt to develop unique
applications for such systems; and 3) the typically high cost of purchasing
and maintaining such facilities. Our experience has been that for many
potential users in a university community, the effort and resources required
to bring VR techniques to bear on everyday research and teaching simply
have been too great.
While much progress has been made in applying VR to real world
problems within a number of disciplines (3), for many potential user
communities VR remains a distinct pursuit, often requiring users to work
outside of their normal workflows, or that too often is primarily
demonstrative in nature. Fueled in part by improvements in graphics price
performance in the computing marketplace, a number of recent initiatives
have addressed the challenge of developing lower-cost, general-purpose,
projection-based VR systems using inexpensive or commodity components
in their design. Recent projects at Georgia Tech (4), the University of Buffalo
(5), Iowa State University (6),VisBox (7) and the ARS Electronica Futurelab
(8) are representative of the range of such efforts. The VR-Desktop
approach represents a similar attempt to “lower the bar and extend the
reach” of VR for everyday teaching and research.

2.The VR-Desktop Approach
The design point for the VR-Desktop has been to provide systems that
meet a wider range of potential users closer to “where they are” in terms
of existing computing skills, work methods, budgets, and physical proximity.
The objective has been to build VR systems that make it easy, cost effective,
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and convenient for users to realize the key benefits of big-screen VR in their
everyday teaching and research. In other words, instead of trying to bring
desktop users to big-screen VR systems, why not try to bring the key
features of big-screen VR to the desktop applications environment within
which they already are comfortable and productive.

b

Figure 1. Single-screen VR-Desktop
system, running VMD on a Windows
desktop

Principal considerations in building the systems discussed here have
been: 1) maintaining affordable cost by using commodity components; 2)
offering ease of use and development by employing familiar desktop
computing environments and leveraging existing commercial applications
wherever possible; and 3) allowing convenient access for students and
faculty, by placing facilities in proximity to their existing classroom or
research spaces.
Our first VR-Desktop system consisted of a single, six-by-eight-foot,
passive stereoscopic, rear-projected display driven by an IBM Intellistation
with dual Pentium III (1GHz) processors and an ATI FireGL4 graphics
adapter.The system design allowed for running various stereo-enabled
applications under Windows 2000 (see Figure 1). Passive stereo projection
was handled by using a CyViz xpo.2 stereo converter to separate the leftand right-eye views from the display’s quad-buffered, frame-sequential
OpenGL stereo signal that is widely supported for active stereo displays.
The separate image streams are displayed on two XGA DLP projectors.The
projected images were precisely overlapped on screen and polarizing filters
placed in the projection path in order to allow passive stereo viewing using
corresponding linearly polarized plastic glasses. The approach allowed stereo
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display compatibility with the many commercial and/or freely distributed
applications that support OpenGL stereo in a window.The use of
inexpensive plastic glasses offered a significant advantage for openly
accessible teaching labs, in which occasional large audiences and frequent
unsupervised user traffic occur.
Commodity interactive devices (e.g. wireless GyroMouse, joystick,
SpacOrb) allowed user interaction with the application.The single screen
VR-Desktop system thereby permitted a user to work within a familiar
desktop computing environment and to interact in a familiar manner with
existing desktop applications with the benefit of a large-format, stereoscopic
display.

3.The ITS/SALA Immersive Environments Lab

c

Using the single-screen VR-Desktop system as a starting point, a multiscreen VR facility has been developed for use by undergraduate architectural
design students and to provide a test bed for the deployment of accessible
VR technology in teaching and research in any discipline.The Immersive
Environments Lab (http://gears.aset.psu.edu/viz/projects/vr/iel/) is a
partnership between Penn State’s Information Technology Services and the
School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture.The lab is located in
proximity to existing architecture design studios, providing convenient,
twenty-four hour access for students.Work in the IEL builds upon previous
work with architecture students using an ITS Immersadesk™ facility for
pre-visualization of student CAD designs.
Figure 2.The IEL screens displaying
a student model in dual-screen,
immersive VR mode (shown here in
mono for publication clarity).
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The initial design for the IEL consisted of two six-by-eight foot rearprojection screens, mounted to form a 120 -degree angle surround-screen
VR viewing space (see Figure 2). As with the single-screen VR-Desktop, the
dual IEL displays are driven by a single PC workstation (Dell Precision 540
with dual 2.2 GHz Xeon processors and a 3DLabs Wildcat III 6210 graphics
adapter). A dual-screen, stereoscopic model-viewing, and navigation program
called NavLoader has been developed for the IEL using JAVA/JAVA3D and
freely available geometry loaders from the JAVA3D and Web3D community.
NavLoader allows students to display and navigate models exported from
FormZ in VRML97 format. A joystick is used for navigation and users can
select between single- or dual-screen display, with either mono or stereo
projection. Maintaining the single-computer design for the dual-screen
system allows the continued use of the familiar Windows desktop, and the
related ability to leverage existing end-user computing skills and familiarity
with existing commercial applications. Students are able to do their work
within a familiar computing environment and applications workflow, and to
augment that workflow with the VR experience of human-scale,
stereoscopic and navigable display, thus facilitating understanding of
architectural relationships and the experiential ramifications of their
proposed designs. Despite the obvious applications flexibility provided by
the VR-Desktop, it was assumed initially by the system designers that the
primary benefit of the IEL facility would be found in immersive VR
exploration of student designs. In short, due to a VR-centric development
focus, we considered that we were building a “poor man’s CAVE™”.

4.VR in a Multi-modal Presentation Environment
The first group of undergraduate design students to use the IEL did so from
mid-October 200 2 until final presentations in early December 2002. During
this initial period, only one of the two screens had been illuminated.We
observed during presentations using the system that most students hung
b

Figure 3. Students augmenting the
single-screen VR display with paper
plans, elevations and perspective
renderings.
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paper plans, elevations, renderings, or other contextual information on the
unlit screen, to augment the navigable-VR presentation on the active screen.
This was our first indication of what perhaps should have been obvious: that
for architectural design and communication,VR viewing would provide only
a portion of the complex of information which the students were interested
in, and that other forms of representation would continue to be useful.
The design students’ use of the VR window as a supplement to more
traditional modes of representation and analysis was indicative of a mode of
working that has continued with the dual-screen deployment and that
represents what we believe to be a strength of the VR-Desktop approach.
This strength is the frequent admixture by students of multiple modes of
multimedia representation, including navigable-VR models, Quicktime
movies, Flash interactivity, PowerPoint presentations, stereo pair renderings,
etc., in order to selectively represent and cross-contextualize various
aspects of a complex design solution. For example, students have used Flash
interactivity to link areas on 2D plans and elevations with 3D renderings of
the matching view, so that by clicking on various locations of the plan one
can selectively display corresponding 3D renderings from the selected
vantage point. Student evaluations of their experiences using the IEL on
several such media usage dimensions have been favorable (Kalisperis, et. al.
(9, 10 )). Students were asked an open-ended question about describing
three aspects of using the Immersive Environments Lab that they felt were
most convenient, useful, or successful in their work. Specific functional or
formal attributes that most often were cited as beneficial were stereoscopic
or 3D projection, large screen size, and the ability to navigate and/or view
the scene from different viewpoints. Several students specifically commented
on psychological dimensions, such as envisioning being in the project or the
ability to show others what is seen in their imagination. Similar thoughts
may be implied in many of the less specific comments such as “the ability to
walk through assists showing of designs.” The nature of the work
undertaken by different groups also appears to have a bearing on students’
ratings on the design versus presentation scale. Students enrolled in a digital
design media class (which focused on digital media creation and
presentation) rated the facilty more useful for presentation than did
students enrolled in second year architectural design studio. They offered a
more neutral rating on the design verus presentation scale.
The combined indices also yielded some interesting results.The Perceived
Immersiveness index, which combines the ratings for Large Screen Size and
Stereoscopic Display, varied significantly by task.The means for Presentation
and Audience being nearly identical, but significantly higher than for the design
task, suggesting that either the novelty or the compelling presence afforded by
these attributes had greater perceived utility in presentation situations than
for design, For the Perceived Navigability and Capacity for Complexity indices,
no signifcant variation was found on the task variable alone.
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Figure 4.The dual-screen IEL display
showing Windows desktop icons and
the potential for display of multiple
multimedia windows.

b

Figure 5. Single-screen projection
structure module with mirrors for
reducing the footprint required by the
display system. Design by Jamie
Heilman.
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Since the VR-Desktop approach allows coordinated use of existing
applications that users may already be familiar with, the mixed VR and
multimedia approach described here can be straightforwardly applied to any
application or discipline for which desktop applications exist, and that largescreen and/or stereoscopic display can benefit from. In addition to the
primary use in design studio by undergraduate architecture students, to date
the IEL has been used for evaluating molecular structures using open source
applications SwissPDB Viewer and VMD , for presentation of engineering
structural analyses using commercial Finite Element Modeling packages such
as IDEAS and ANSYS, as an instructional display for power plant systems
CAD files, and as a demonstration facility for seminars on instructional media
technologies in order to promote awareness and use of the technology.
Since the development of the current IEL projection structure, a single
screen module of similar design has been deployed in kinesiology and sports
psychology research involving postural response to perceived motion
Subject postural sway and related brain activity is measured and correlated
with motion of a displayed virtual world (Penn State ITS Visualization Group
(11)). During the summer of 2003, a wide-screen stereo projection
technology classroom is being constructed for general use by Penn State
faculty, in which the two-screen IEL design will be adapted for larger
audiences and lecture format.

Figure 6.The three-screen
environment during presentation.
Design by Katsu Muramoto, and James
O’Toole, of L. D. Astorino,Architect.

5.Work in Progress
As of this writing, we are in process of upgrading the two-screen IEL to a
three-screen facility in order to provide a greater sense of peripheral
immersion and to accommodate larger audiences when necessary.To ease
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the transition of existing work for architectural design student users, the
three screens are lit in a two-plus-one configuration, in which two of the
screens will offer identical VR and multimedia functionality to that provided
by the previous two-screen design, with the third screen being made
available for displaying accompanying presentations developed on the
students’ laptop computers.The three-screen system uses a modular
projection structure of local design. Each module supports a single screen
and includes two front-surface mirrors to reduce the projection path
behind the screens from the currently required fifteen feet to approximately
six feet. (See Figure 7.)
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Figure 7. Single-screen projection
structure module indicating position of
mirrors, projectors and projection
path.

c

While student work continues in the new two-plus-one three-screen
facility, we are implementing a multi-machine Windows/Linux solution to
allow immersive navigation of VRML models across the full three-screen
display. (See Figure 8.) That application is being developed under Linux, using
the open source OpenSG API (12) and VR Juggler (13). In moving to the
three-screen design, we have had to shift the panoramic VR display
environment from the continuous two-screen Windows desktop to
multiple, coordinated, but independent displays under Linux.We anticipate
that there will be usability issues for some students in moving back and
forth between seamless Windows multimedia use and the now somewhat
separated panoramic VR use. As an interim solution for better integration of
the three-screen VR use with the two-screen Windows multimedia desktop,
a flexible video switching arrangement has been developed. Students can
selectively use the projection screens with any combination of displays from
the Windows console computer, Linux render nodes, or external video
sources such as individual laptops. To provide ease of use for students when
in the three-screen VR mode, a client application and GUI for file loading,
etc., will run on a console computer, so that users need not interact directly
with the rendering/display server nodes running under Linux.

Figure 8. System Components and
Layout.
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6. Conclusions
We have described an approach to implementing projection-based VR
techniques within university teaching and research, through the integration
of affordable and readily available hardware components, and by using a
mixture of commercial applications, 3D web development standards, and
open-source VR toolkits as appropriate for the task at hand.The approach is
relatively inexpensive, modular, scalable and adaptable to a number of
potential end-user and/or developer communities. By choosing this
approach, we have been able to incrementally bring VR functionality into the
undergraduate architecture curriculum, as well as to enable VR approaches
for pilot research projects from other disciplines, which otherwise may not
have been able to afford to do so using more costly or challenging
approaches.
With careful selection of appropriate graphics adapters, single- and dualscreen projection-based systems can easily be built around single machine
designs, allowing the use of familiar desktop computing environments and
offering VR display compatibility with a host of available software. When
students can leverage their existing applications skills within the new display
environment, initial successes in using the system are readily forthcoming,
and resulting student engagement with using the technology is more readily
obtained. Students can build upon initial successes to incrementally and
creatively add more enhanced 3D or VR tools to their repertoire.
3D web development standards such as VRML97 (and, we expect, X3D
going forward) not only offer widely supported formats for 3D geometry
exchange, but also provide accessible development environments for
ambitious end-users to create unique, dynamic and/or interactive 3D
content, without requiring significant graphics programming experience to
do so. For those tasks and users that do require more specialized
interaction, etc., assuming the requisite programming skills or ability to
develop the same, open source toolkits (12, 13, 14) can be employed to
such ends. The technology approach we describe therefore can be
accessible and engaging for end-users, but also can provide a more
specialized growth path to a VR programming environment for cases where
that is desirable or necessary.
What we report here may not represent a difficult computing
achievement, nor do we make any claim to be working at the current stateof-the-art in terms of high performance graphics. Instead, we have been
squarely focused on addressing the needs of end-user communities who
have not been well served by more technically challenging or costly
approaches.We are attempting to “lower the bar and extend the reach” for
VR in teaching and research. By integrating systems that bring VR or VR-like
functionality to the desktop, it is our hope that the potential user base for
such systems can be increased significantly, and that through working with
that larger and more diversified user community, novel methods for
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productive integration of VR functionality into existing computing and media
practices can be discerned and further developed. We invite you to join us
in that pursuit. In light of recent and continuing improvements in graphics
and multimedia performance on the desktop, it no longer needs to be
either that costly or that difficult to start down the VR path, a trip that we
believe is potentially quite rewarding.
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